MagIQtouch Controller

Intuitive user navigation
Simple and advanced display options.

– featuring advanced touch screen technology

Installation wizard
Steps the installer through the commissioning process for
optimum operation.

With the MagIQtouch Controller, operating your Breezair is a breeze. It’s smart, sophisticated
and intuitive. And, its sleek, modern design will meld with the décor of almost all Australian homes.
You don’t have to re-learn how to use this controller. Its technology is based on the same simplistic
functions of other touch screens you’re familiar with. It has intuitive user navigation, making the
operating process simple.

Manual mode
Manually control temperature and/or fan speed settings.
Program mode
Settable 7 day, 4 time periods program, customisable to suit
your lifestyle (including a temporary over-ride function).

With your lifestyle very much in mind, the MagIQtouch Controller has been designed to make your
life a breeze, and together with your Breezair evaporative air conditioner, it will make your home a
haven on hot summer days.

Energy saving night quiet mode
When turned on, the Energy saving night quiet mode
automatically reduces fan speed during the night for even
greater economy and whisper quietness.
Date and time
Date and time displays appear on all operation screens.

Installation wizard

Child access lock
Select a pin code to control access to your Controller.

Upon installation of your Breezair Icon
evaporative air conditioner and MagIQtouch
Controller, your installer will be taken through an
Installation Wizard. This ensures your Controller
is set up correctly with an easy to follow, step-bystep navigation system specifically designed to
make the installation process simple.

About appliance
Displays information about your appliance including serial
number, model number, and software version.
Adjustable working temperature range
Customise the temperature range displayed on the slider.
Status information
When this option is turned on, a temporary information
display window becomes accessible on all Manual and
Program screens to aid in troubleshooting.

Program
If you like routine and want to “set and forget” a
seven day program that suits your lifestyle, then
Program Mode is for you.

Inbuilt diagnostics
If a fault is detected in the system, a fault message dialogue
box will appear with information about the fault and some
options to resolve the issue.

Program Mode divides each day into four time
periods. You decide when each of these periods
begins and what you want your system to be doing.

Service
The Service menu contains information and functions to assist
service personnel. Access is locked with a service pin code.

And, Program Mode is flexible. If you leave or arrive
home early, you can easily skip forwards to the next
period. The program will take over again once the
next time period begins.

Settings
Change the Controller and system settings to suit your
requirements.

Intuitive user navigation
There is no need to display advanced functionality if
it isn’t required. You have the choice to view simple or
advanced displays.

MagIQtouch Controller
warranty

In simple display you can set your mode and temperature
and let the MagIQtouch Controller do the rest!

Optional

Or, if you would like access to more advanced features,
by touching ‘More’ you can select manual temperature
mode, manual fan speed mode, or program mode and
access other settings.

Allows you to mount your MagIQtouch Controller
in the most convenient place in your home,
because the MagIQtouch Air Sensor detects
the temperature, not the Controller.

YEAR*

Screen Brightness Adjustment
Adjust the brightness of the screen when in standby mode,
to suit your home and preference.
Simple Mode Lock
Lock the display in simple mode if you don’t want to worry
about advanced operating modes.
Program skip forward/back functionality
Ability to skip forward on the program if you arrive or leave
home earlier than usual.

*Exclusive from Seeley International dealers only.
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The Breezair Icon Range

Features and Benefits

MagIQtouch Controllers – Homemaker and Harmony

Benefits

MagIQtouch
Controller

Smart, sophisticated and intuitive touch screen controller.





Ultra-quiet centrifugal fan designed to deliver optimum air output.





Fan speed

1 to 10 speed.





Fan only

Operate the cooler in Fan Only mode (no water) to flush fresh air through
the home and expel odours.





Hushpower® direct
drive InvertaCool
motor

Exclusive to Breezair, the Hushpower motor is incredibly quiet and highly
efficient throughout the operating range, using far less energy.





Automatic sealing system to reduce draughts.





Pre-wet function

When turned on, the Pre-wet Function will run the pump for a few minutes to
allow the pads to be fully saturated before the fan is switched on, ensuring that
only cooled air enters the home.





Drain and dry

Automatically drains water from the tank when the system is not in use to prevent
algae growth and obviate seasonal maintenance.



WaterMiser®

WaterMiser monitors water quality to reduce consumption, minimise waste and
eliminate unnecessary dumping of water. It also enables the minimisation of salt
deposits throughout the unit. It drains salt laden water from the cooler to enable
it to be replaced with fresh water, whenever it may be needed.



Turns the cooler off and drains the tank.



Icon® Series Fan

Weatherseal®

Breezair specifications
®

Model

Beige*

Heritage green*

Terracotta*

Slate grey*

Terracotta*

EXQ130

EXQ150

EXQ170

EXQ190

EXQ210

EZQ215**

Nominal Power Motor (W)

500

550

750

1100

1500

1500

Width (mm)

1160

1160

1160

1160

1160

1160

Depth (mm)

1160

1160

1160

1160

1160

1160

Height (mm)

660

860

860

860

860

1240

Operating Weight (kg)

78

84

84

84

85

94

Cooling Capacity (kW)***

6.5

9.4

10.6

11.4

12.3

12.9

Harmony
EXQ & EZQ
series

Features
®

Slate grey*

Homemaker
EXQ series

Manual drain

Pad flush

Auto re-start
(optional)

Ideal for bushfire prone areas, ‘Pad flush’ turns the cooler off and runs the
pump continuously or for a set time.





After power outage, your cooler will automatically restart.





*Colours may vary.
**Model EZQ215 is available in slate grey and terracotta colours only.
***The Icon models have the same cooling output as previous years, however, our new NATA accredited testing laboratory has enabled us to be much more accurate when calculating
cooling capacities and these latest cooling capacities will be reflected in the specifications of all Seeley International models as well as in the test results of all our competitors’ models.
The above data was drawn from Meridian Test Laboratory’s test analysis. The testing was performed by a NATA accredited laboratory to the requirements of the Australian standard
AS2913-2000 “Evaporative Air Conditioning Equipment.” Achievable with ambient 38 °C DB, 21 °C WB, room temperature 27.4 °C.
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